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Abstract. Automatic number plate recognition makes use of Image processing
andMachine learning technology to detect vehicle numbers irrespective of climatic
conditions. As the number of vehicles is increasing day by day, it’s necessary to
consider safety measures. It is used in various fields like traffic control, automatic
road tax collection at toll areas and vehicle parking systems in crowded areas. The
goal of the proposed system is to develop a capable automatic authorized vehicle
recognition system that makes use of the vehicle number plate. For detecting num-
ber plate, an infrared (IR) sensor is used, which helps in taking clear images from a
camera. Taking images of moving vehicles is the most important and difficult task.
Character segmentation is used to extract the vehicle number plate region from
an image by using R-CNN method. The Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
method is used for identifying the accurate character. The collected data is then
compared with the respective authority databases to investigate specific informa-
tion like vehicle owner, registration location, address and so on. If the vehicle
details match those in the database, then only gate barricade is opened. Through
this system, criminal activities can be minimized and road safety measures will
be considered. The system tries to promote the efficiency and accuracy of number
plate detection over climatic conditions.
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1 Introduction

As per the statistics, the number of vehicles is increasing day by day, public safety
measures are taken into consideration. It is observed that the most of people violate
traffic rules, which lead to high road accidents and death rate also. Automatic Number
Plate Recognition (ANPR) is one of the favorable ways for controlling unfair activities
and takes public safety measures. The main goal of the proposed system is automatic
recognizing vehicle number plate from taken vehicle images.

In various fields, ANPR system can be applied like traffic control systems, automatic
toll tax collection at toll areas, vehicle parking system etc. This system can enhance
the accuracy and efficiency of identifying of the number plate over the environmental
conditions.
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The vital part of system is taking images of moving vehicles and care to be taken that
none of the vehicles escaped from the camera. The vehicles’ movement is recognized by
the IR sensor. As soon as the vehicle is near to the camera, the IR sensor identifies the
vehicle and images are captured by the camera which is high resolution. Due to regular
climatic changes, it’s difficult to take clear images in rainy, dusty and cloudy circum-
stances. The core part the system is character segmentation and character recognition
[13]. By using the Machine learning method called region-convolution neural network
(R-CNN) classification of the number plate is done. R-CNNmethod is instructed before
detecting the alphabetic and numeric characters. The images taken by the camera are
converted into text format by the OCR algorithm. This process of conversion is called
as character segmentation. Character recognition is achieved by the OCR (Optical char-
acter recognition) algorithm. So that all characters of the number plate are recognized.
Once the vehicle number is detected, the vehicle details are matched with those in the
authorized database then vehicle related information is analyzed easily. By this mecha-
nism, if any traffic rules or criminal activities done by the vehicles then the respective
vehicles’ owner details can be identified using a number plate. So the system helps in
reducing the unfair activities and provides road safety measures for public [8].

The system can recognize the vehicle number and update to traffic authority if any
unfair work is done by the vehicle. From the number plate, all information about the
vehicle will be taken out for further investigation by the traffic authority. The proposed
can be used in most of the traffic areas for easy parking of vehicles, collecting toll
payment, traffic management system etc. [10].

2 Related Work

From so many years research is going on for detecting vehicle number plates. The
main job of the system was to reduce the road accident rate and to save public lives
by identifying the motorcyclists who were not wearing helmet during driving. Images
were processed with algorithms like the Circular Hough transform and Histogram of
oriented gradients descriptor [1] to know the details of the vehicle and it reported about
the presence of the helmet. The Circular Hough algorithm considers the top 1/5th of the
image and selects the circular region for predicting the presence of the helmet if the
driver did not wear a helmet, further actions would be taken on that person.

Another system was developed to monitor the car parking system efficiently using
ANPR camera to capture the images and it provided the parking location to the owner
by processing the images [5, 12]. This System had given the idea of object detection
and also provided the parking details to the respective owners. As the car images are
taken by the ANPR camera, the number plate is extracted from the image. Through the
number plate respective car owner details are found so that system can update about
parking details of the car owner by locating the parking area. This system was mainly
used in a university campus, malls, hospitals, etc. This system was helpful for the public
to find their car easily as parking location was easily updated.

In one of the systems, CNN for classification and YOLO for object detection were
used but these methods have shown less accuracy and also had low performance [15]
YOLO was the first algorithm that was able to detect the object in real time. This
algorithm mainly works with three techniques:
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1. Residual block 2. Bounding Box Regression 3. Intersection over Union
In the Residual block, the image was divided into many grid formats. Every grid had

the dimension of S * S, whatever image part is present in the grid would be detected.
The residual block contains a set of layers, where the output of one layer is input to next
layer. Each layer will be responsible for predicting the images of grid region.

Bounding box used to predict the image in the grid cell by comparing predicted
bounding box attributes and the actual bounding box region. A bounding box is a virtual
rectangle region that shows the point of reference to compare the similarity between the
actual and predicted objects. In the last step based on the overlapping of boxes result the
image prediction was carried out.

IoU is trained to fit the predicted object box within the real object box. If Intersection
over Union (IoU) value is 1, that implies the predicted box region is the same as the
actual box region. Through the IoU value model can detect the object from the image.

Even YOLO fails to detect objects which are very near because YOLO divides an
image into grids. Each grid proposes only two bounding boxes. Hence it gives error
localization during the detection of the number plate and YOLO is unable to detect
small objects because small objects will not be fixed in the grid cell. If object is not in
the grid cell it is impossible to detect the objects [3]. CNN method finds difficulty when
the image is rotated with a certain degree.

In another system, for detecting the number plate, an open-source computer vision
library called OpenCV was used with a machine learning library. It was able to detect
the vehicle images and the speed of the vehicles was also recorded. OpenCV sometimes
failed to detect the vehicle numbers due to seasonal variations [7].

CRF (Conditional random field) method was used in the earlier project to detect
the objects in the form of the probability distribution. It has constructed the spatial and
visual relationships among characters. So, it failed to achieve the maximum probability
to extract correct the characters on the number plate [11].

One of the systems was used to detect the license plate of Myanmar vehicles. These
number plates have Myanmar language numbers and characters. For character segmen-
tation, K-means and fuzzy K-means algorithms were used [9]. The system was able to
detect both Myanmar and normal English language number plates also.

3 Proposed System

Due to the rapid increase of transportation systems over the last few years, there is great
demand for effective monitoring and management of traffic rules to avoid accident and
death rates. In most areas people are unaware of traffic rules and in some places, the
traffic rules are not followed by the public. These two reasons lead to severe problems
in the future. Driving without a seat belt, not wearing a helmet and disobeying traffic
rules are the main causes of increasing the death rate as per the statistics. Real Time
Automatic Number Plate Recognition is a process where vehicles are detected or rec-
ognized using their number plate [9]. The proposed system uses image pre-processing
methodologies to convert digital images and vehicle number plate is extracted. A camera
is used to capture vehicle number plate images. This pixel-format images are converted
into readable characters by character recognition tools.
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R-CNN and OCRmethods are used for character segmentation and character recog-
nition purpose. R-CNN is trained to detect number plates from images and classifies
them as numerical and alphabetical characteristics [2]. This process is called as charac-
ter Segmentation. Through this system and collected data, it is easy to detect the vehicle
and its owner who is disobeying the traffic rules which can be forwarded to the traffic
police department for respective action to be taken on them. This creates awareness
among the public to follow traffic rules and to reduce accident rates or to minimize other
unfair activities.

This system can be used in the most areas such as vehicle tracking, traffic moni-
toring, road tax payment at highways, monitoring systems, toll collection points, and
parkingmanagement systems. The proposed system is to designAutomatic number plate
detection using machine learning algorithms for more accuracy and better performance.

3.1 Objectives and Scope of the Proposed System

3.1.1 Objectives

This project will be designed to identify accurately number plates from the vehicle
image and to maintain the record of obtained characters of the number plate in the
database along with captured time. Machine Learning technology has suitable methods
for image processing. In the proposed system, R-CNN method is used for accurate
character classification. After the image is captured by the camera, R-CNN method
is trained to identify the alphabetic and numeric characteristics in the number plate
accurately which is called character segmentation.

OCR (Optical Character Recognition) is used for character recognition. Strings in
the digital images are converted to set of characters.

Finally, the number set is compared with the stored database to fetch the vehicle
details such as its owner, registration number, date of registration and past records. This
information is analyzed for further investigation and particular action to be taken against
vehicle owner.

3.1.2 Scope

The proposed system can be used by the traffic control system, tax payment at a toll,
parking system, etc. As the proposed system uses R-CNNmethod for character segmen-
tation and OCR method for character recognition, the accuracy of the system will be
enhanced. The system works for all types of vehicles.

4 Methodologies

The system works in the following steps

4.1 Vehicle Image Capturing

Capturing Vehicle image is vital part in this step. Vehicle images are captured using the
camera which is placed in a certain traffic location. Taking images looks simple but it is
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a little hard to capture the moving vehicles’ images in reality. IR sensor is used to sense
the movement of vehicles near to camera which helps in capturing all vehicles’ images.
High-resolution camera is used to take clear images irrespective of manual conditions.
All parts of the vehicle are taken clearly in the image, especially the number plate. The
images are stored in the database and for analyzing purposes, images are to be processed.
The clarity of the image is to be good enough while the environmental conditions might
be rainy, dusty or clouded.

4.2 Extracting Number Plate

Number plate extraction ANPR does not classify the vehicle images as two-wheeler
or four wheelers, all types of vehicle images are taken by the camera. Characters are
extracted from captured vehicle images by following image pre-processing methods to
take out only the number plate from the images. The first step in image pre-processing
is cropping the images by removing the noisy content to remove unwanted background
parts from the image. Then colored RGB form of images is converted into gray-scale
images. After the pre-processing phase, the extracted number plate is stored in the
database for future processing usage.

4.3 Character Segmentation

Character segmentation R-CNN method is one of the favorable machine learning algo-
rithms used for the classification of characters in the number plate. The vehicle number
plate consists of numeric and alphabetical characters. R-CNN algorithm is used to clas-
sify the numerical and alphabetical characters easily. R-CNN method is trained before
to classify the number plate characters based on the labeled dataset so that it can eas-
ily classify the numeric and alphabetic characters. Nowadays, a standard font format is
followed for the vehicle number plates which make the classification process simple.
The first two characters in the number plate indicate respective the state code, and the
next two are numbers for the zonal code where the vehicle is registered. Classifying
these characters will increase the efficiency of the algorithm to get the accurate vehicle
number. From the segmentation process, accurate number plate characters are obtained
to analyze the vehicle details.

Figure 1 explains the working of R-CNN algorithm. The vehicle number plate is
given as input to the system where each character in the number plate is fetched. The
characters are converted into binary format and it is given as input to R-CNN model.
The R-CNN is a supervised algorithm as it is trained to detect the numbers and alphabets
based on similarity with real values of characters. The classification of a character string
into particular alphabet or number by comparing features of real character, if the most
of features are matched then the algorithm predicts the character correctly. At the last
R-CNN gives recognized characters as the output.
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Fig. 1. WorkingofR-CNN(Source: https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Automatic-Number-
Plate-Detection).
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Fig. 2. Working of OCR (Source: https://www.egnyte.com/guides/governance/optical-character-
recognition)

4.4 Character Recognition

For character recognition process, OCR (Optical character recognition) method is used
that coverts strings in the image-to-text form [6]. The segmented characters are rec-
ognized and these characters are recorded for template matching to compare with the
existing template database.

Figure 2 represents the working of OCR algorithm. It can automatically recognize
the characters in the image, scanned PDFs, handwritten notes and coverts into normal
text form. In the proposed system OCR takes the vehicle number plate and converts it
into text form. Already R-CNN algorithm classified characters as numerals and alpha-
bets [4]. Characters in the number plate are in the similar pattern which helps OCR to
recognize the characters correctly. All the recognized characters are stored in the tem-
plate database. Template matching characters are moved for accurate automatic number
plate recognition.

The Fig. 3 represents the working of the entire ANPR system. For detecting the
number plate, the high resolution camera is used to capture the images of vehicles.
Image is given as input data to the system. This image goes under for pre-processing
phase.HereRGB images are converted into gray-scale and character binarization is done.
Extra noise content is omitted from the image to extract only the number plate out of the
taken images. This process is called as feature extraction. Later character segmentation
is done by the R-CNN algorithm which is one of the supervised classification methods
that is trained to classify the characters and numbers within the number plate. OCR

https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Automatic-Number-Plate-Detection
https://www.egnyte.com/guides/governance/optical-character-recognition
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Fig. 3. Working of ANPR (Source: https://www.hindawi.com/journals/complexity/2021/559
7337)

algorithm is used for character detection that converts the image to text format. Once
the text form of the number plate is available then details regarding the vehicle number
will be analyzed further [14].

5 Conclusion

As per the previous studies, most of the models had less accuracy and less performance
for automatic vehicle number plate recognition. The proposed system uses high reso-
lution camera that helps to take clear images of vehicles irrespective of environmental
conditions. The system is capable to capture the vehicle images and image pre-processing
is done to extract the number plates. The accuracy of predicting the characters from num-
ber plate can be enhanced using machine learning algorithms: R-CNN and OCR. This
system would help to manage road safety issues and traffic rules to be followed by the
public as well illegal activities can be minimized by handing over the vehicle details to
traffic authorities for taking respective actions on the vehicles’ owner. In upcoming days
this system will be used in the most crowded traffic areas, for parking purpose and toll
tax collection, etc.
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